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Are We Preparing the Next Generation?  
K-12 Teacher Knowledge and Engagement in Teaching Core STEM Practices

Abstract

Background: Several of the recent reform efforts in K-12 STEM education (e.g. Next Generation Science Standards [NGSS and Common Core State Standards - Mathematics [CCSS-M]]) have included significant emphasis on the practices of STEM. We argue that K-12 teachers’ ability to effectively engage their students in these core STEM practices is fundamental to the success of potential and current engineering students and their subsequent careers as engineers. Practices such as identifying problems, modeling using mathematics, and arguing from evidence are fundamental processes in engineering. Helping students develop their capacity to engage in these practices early in their education will increase the likelihood of the students applying the practices and developing skills aligned with the work of engineers. We contend that engaging in the practices associated with engineering may increase K-12 student interest and the successful pursuit of engineering as a career because they will find relevance in what is being taught and gain knowledge of the applications of STEM content which will help them develop talents aligned with the work of engineers.

Project: In recognition of the importance of being able to apply the practices of science and engineering (NGSS) and the practices of mathematics (CCSS-M) to be successful as an engineer (or a STEM professional), we emphasized the of importance and value of core STEM practices as part of i-STEM - our week-long intensive, statewide STEM professional development (PD) summer institute program for over 500 K-12 educators. During i-STEM, the K-12 educators were exposed to interactive plenary sessions in which keynote speakers walked the participants through the practices using authentic hands-on activities and materials detailing the practices, and STEM professional development providers engaged them in the practices in STEM topic specific “strands” (intensive 25 hour short courses based on themes such as mining, energy, computer science, robotics, transportation, and etc). To determine the impact of the summer institute, we developed and administered an instrument to assess the participants’ knowledge and engagement in teaching core STEM practices.

Pre-Test Results: Our analysis revealed that before the teachers (N = 347) entered the i-STEM professional development offering they had very limited knowledge of core practices. When asked to list core practices some responded with answers such as, “I have no knowledge of this.” and “Give background on rockets, watching videos, building rockets, discuss how and why they flew the farthest, redo and re-fly.” and “Not sure what you mean by "practices."” In contrast, when asked to rate their levels of knowledge of the math practices (on a scale of 1 – 10) the average rating was 5.67 (SD = 2.21) and knowledge of science/engineering practices was 2.62 (SD = 2.00). Responses indicated that the teachers rated their knowledge as moderate in math and low in science/engineering and yet they struggled to articulate many of the core STEM practices.

Post-Test Results: The immediate post-test of the participants (n = 347) revealed increases in self-reported averaged ratings of knowledge of the CCSS-M practices (M = 6.63, SD = 1.86) and the NGSS science and engineering practices (M = 5.04, SD = 2.03). However, as with the pre-test, these ratings were misaligned with detailed articulation of the practices. Responses to the item asking the participants to list the core STEM practices included statements such as, “I think there is a written explanation as to why things work and the steps broken down and explained.” and “Not familiar enough.” Regardless many participants indicated that they had a better understanding of the practices after the i-STEM institute.
Introduction

The increased emphasis on STEM as a component of economic development and competitiveness has mandated increased attention toward STEM in schools. There have been movements in response to the mandate that were designed to address the need for increased attention toward STEM education and shift how we teach STEM to K-12. The resulting STEM education initiatives include the Common Core State Standards – Mathematics (CCSS-Math) and the Next Generations Science Standards (NGSS). The anticipated outcome of these STEM education standards is an application or practice-based approach to K-12 STEM teaching and learning. An expected outcome is an increase in the number of students well prepared for post-secondary education and workforce entry. There is also the anticipated outcome of increasing the number of students interested in pursuing STEM careers, particularly in high need areas such as engineering. Thus, educators and policy makers expect that the standards will increase the number of students with STEM talents, as well as, recognize the potential challenges associated with implementing the NGSS and CCSS-Math.

A common exercise associated with the consideration and adoption of the new learning standards such as the NGSS and CCSS-Math are efforts to determine how the standards align with currently adopted STEM learning standards. The process of examining the alignment between extant (typically state determined learning standards) and the new learning standards (the NGSS and CCSS-M) is commonly referred to as cross-walking (e.g. Irvin, et al, 2012). The goal cross-walking is to determine the extent to which the new STEM learning standard align with the existing STEM learning standards. One possible outcome of the cross-walk is greater understanding of the professional development or resources needed to prepare teachers to teach to the STEM content standards.

While the cross-walk has been taking place to examine the content knowledge of the standards, there is evidence to suggest that substantially less attention is being paid toward examining the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices – which are the processes that K-12 teachers should engage their students in as they learn the associated STEM content. We contend that the lack of student engagement in core STEM practices is likely to constrain their STEM learning and motivation to engage in STEM opportunities, and their pursuit of STEM degrees and careers. By teaching in ways that engage students in the practices, teachers can increase their students’ knowledge of the processes that STEM professionals engage in as they work. We also argue that without teachers embracing and implementing of core STEM practices at high levels in their teaching of STEM content, student knowledge and appreciation for STEM will not be changed through the adoption of the new STEM content learning standards.

Given the potential for gains in student knowledge of the work of STEM professionals, particularly in engineering through engagement in the core STEM practices, there is justification for assuring that K-12 teachers are prepared to and are supported in teaching in ways that engage students in core STEM practices. We maintain that there is a need to offer professional development that enhances teacher capacity to help them shift their teaching to better engage

---

students in core STEM practices. Similarly, there is a need to continue to investigate teacher knowledge of, perceptions of, and engagement in core STEM practices.

The focus of our research was to empirically establish the baseline levels of teacher knowledge, perceptions, and engagement in teaching in ways that engage students in the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices. Through the i-STEM professional development summer institute, we explicitly addressed core STEM practices through a range of activities. Following the i-STEM professional development institute, we again surveyed the participating teachers to determine the effectiveness of the intervention for increasing the participating K-12 teachers’ knowledge, perceptions, and thoughts about teaching core STEM practices. Our goal was to determine if the i-STEM professional development summer institute was effective for enhancing the teachers’ capacity to teach in ways that engaged their students in the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices and are therefore effectively preparing students to be the next generation of STEM professionals.

Core STEM Practices

The adopted core STEM practices of the NGSS and CCSS-Math were developed with the intention of bringing authentic alignment between the teaching and learning of STEM with the way that STEM professionals work on problems and projects. Unlike the STEM content standards, the practices associated with the NGSS and CCSS-Math have not been widely adopted and recognized as part of what K-12 students need to learn and how K-12 teachers need to teach. Thus, it is likely that the lack of exposure and engagement with core STEM practice standards as part of the curriculum combined with constrained teacher preparation have left many educators without models, motivation, and knowledge of how to teach STEM content aligned to the practice standards. Regardless, the practice standards provide authenticity and a pathway to increasing K-12 student knowledge of how STEM related research, projects, and process take place in the workplace, and the post-secondary STEM education community plays an important role in promoting and supporting core STEM practices teaching and learning.

The NGSS science and engineering practice standards were designed to engage students in the practices associated with scientific investigations and engineering design. Thus, the NGSS practice standards are:

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information,

Again, the intention of the NGSS practices is to provide a framework for making curriculum and instruction in K-12 science and engineering more purposeful, engaging, and authentic. The expected outcome of instruction aligned with core STEM practices is greater student engagement
and a greater understanding of science and engineering which deemed likely to lead to increased student interest in and pursuit of STEM careers\textsuperscript{12}.

Similar to the NGSS standards, the CCSS-Math contain standards that parallel the work of professional mathematicians and, perhaps more importantly how other STEM professionals use mathematics to conduct research and solve problems\textsuperscript{3}. The CCSS-Math practices are:

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

**Teacher Adoption of Innovation**

Teacher adoption of reform initiatives such as the NGSS and CCSS-Math has been challenged by their perceptions of such efforts as being stifling of their creativity and autonomy\textsuperscript{13}. Further, many teachers hold perceptions and conceptions of the CCSS-Math that may be negative or inaccurate\textsuperscript{14}. The desire of some teachers to maintain a familiar system teaching and learning, a position of conservatism\textsuperscript{15}, is likely to thwart efforts to embrace core STEM practices and consider new instructional approaches and curriculum choices. Thus, shifting teachers’ perceptions and instructional practices likely requires professional development that supports adoption and implementation of innovations such as teaching in ways that engage students in core STEM practices\textsuperscript{16}.

Given the innovative nature of the core STEM practices when compared to the traditional approaches to STEM education, we argue that there is a need to explicitly expose teachers to the practices and engage them in activities so that they may experience situations that illuminate ideas for and the benefits of teaching to the practices. Further, exposure to the practices empowers the teachers by increasing their knowledge and perceptions of the innovations, thereby preparing the teachers to adopt and experiment with the curriculum and instruction aligned with the practices.

**Teacher Practice and Student Engagement in STEM Practices**

In the Science and Engineering Indicators 2014\textsuperscript{17} report, there is an array of status highlights illuminating the current state of multiple aspects of elementary and secondary STEM education that provide insight into the challenges associated with the implementation of the NGSS and CCSS-Math. For instance, the report highlights that 77\% of elementary teachers feel very prepared to teach mathematics while only 39\% of these teachers felt prepared to teach science. The ramifications for the lack of elementary teacher preparation to teach science is the associated time they spend teaching science. Currently, elementary teachers teach science for less than an average of a half hour per day\textsuperscript{18}. The lack of time spent on teaching science and engineering
limits elementary students’ early exposure to the fundamental STEM concepts and processes and fails to capitalize on STEM as a context for teaching to the broader curriculum. Thus, elementary students may not develop interest and knowledge of STEM due to lack of exposure.

In contrast, the reported lack evidence of secondary student interest in learning STEM content, which may be due to the nature of the secondary level STEM instruction and isolation of STEM disciplines, which does not tend to foster student curiosity, enthusiasm, or promote the appeal of STEM. Thus, it is not uncommon for secondary students to perceive STEM courses as irrelevant and boring\textsuperscript{17}. The potential for teachers to be performance oriented (focused on grades and getting the correct answer) rather than mastery oriented (focused on developing deep conceptual understanding) in their mathematics and science instruction\textsuperscript{19,20,21,22} may further hinder deep student engagement and enhanced learning through core STEM practices. The lack of student interest in learning STEM and lack of teacher focus on mastery learning is likely to limit secondary student development of an appreciation, curiosity, authenticity and deep knowledge of STEM concepts and activities\textsuperscript{23} resulting in diminished engagement in STEM learning, talent development and we posit reduced interest in STEM careers.

The focus on core STEM practices in the NGSS and CCSS-Math shifts the goals in STEM education from getting the correct answer when given a problem, to developing an approach to problem solving applying the practices used by STEM professionals in the workplace. Further, shifting instruction to align teaching with core STEM practices may liberate K-12 teachers to perceive teaching STEM as efficient and allows for students to develop a wide range of skills that can be applied across disciplines. However, the shift may encounter the barrier of K-12 teachers’ persistence in teaching as they were taught\textsuperscript{15,19}, making the implementation of core STEM practices as an emphasis in instruction and curriculum choices a challenge. Thus, effectively designed STEM professional development for K-12 educators that attends to core STEM practices is likely to be critical to shifting K-12 educators’ perceptions, knowledge, and teaching of STEM\textsuperscript{24, 25,26}. The shifts in teachers’ approaches to teaching STEM is needed to address issues of time and attention toward STEM at the elementary level and issues of student interest in learning STEM at the secondary level. We believe that due to our explicit focus on core STEM practices, that our professional development summer institute offering is a potential solution to helping K-12 educators shift their instruction and curricular choices to provide opportunities for their students to engage in core STEM practices.

Methods

Research Questions

Our research goal was to determine the levels to which the K-12 educators attending our i-STEM summer institute understood and engaged in teaching their students core STEM practices. We also wanted to determine if the i-STEM summer institute influenced the participants’ perceptions, knowledge, and ideas for integrating core STEM practices into their teaching. We used the following questions to guide our study:

- What are K-12 teachers’ commonly held beliefs and knowledge of core STEM practices?
What are K-12 teachers’ confidence in their abilities and the processes used to implement core STEM practices learning opportunities as part of their curriculum?

• Are K-12 teachers discussing STEM practices in their schools and are they expected to teach the practices?

• What influence did attending the i-STEM professional development summer institute have on participating K-12 teachers’ knowledge and perceptions of core STEM practices?

We hypothesized that the K-12 educators participating in our i-STEM professional development project would have constrained knowledge of core STEM practices, would not be teaching to the practices, and have few ideas about how to integrate the practices. Therefore, the educators would benefit from professional development that explicitly addressed the STEM practices and engaged them in activities and discourse based on the practices. We also hypothesized, that through the i-STEM activities and discourse, the teachers would experience gains in core knowledge, perceptions, and ideas for integration of core STEM practices into teaching and learning.

Participants

We had over 500 participants in our i-STEM summer professional institute; however, we were able to match the pre and post institute survey data for only 347 participants. Thus, our sample was composed of 347 K-12 educators who were on average 43.59 years old (SD = 10.34) and had been working in K-12 education for an average of 12.90 years (SD = 8.79). The participants were composed of approximately 57% elementary teachers, 27% middle school teachers, and 16% high school teachers. The educators reported an average level of comfort teaching STEM of 5.49 (SD = 2.34), which being on a 10 point scale, suggests a middle level of comfort. The participants also reported moderate level average of 5.01 (SD = 2.52) with regard to their engagement in promoting STEM education in their communities. Of our 347 participants, approximately 44.4%, had participated in a prior i-STEM PD summer institute.

Data Collection

We used a repeated measures design surveying participants before the institute, provided the institute (intervention), and again surveyed the participants. The K-12 educators who voluntarily registered for the institute were emailed a link to our surveys and instructed to complete the survey prior to attending the summer institute. At the end of the institute, we sent another email with the post-institute survey link and gave the participants 3 weeks to complete the survey.

All data collection was anonymous, so we asked the participants to select a 5 digit code (the last 5 digits of any phone number) that they would easily recall and use in the surveys so that we could pair the pre and post survey data. Data collection took place online using SurveyMonkey.

Measures

Our team collaborated on the development of the surveys that we used in our investigation. To gather our participants’ professional characteristics, we used a demographic survey that we have
been refining over the five years of the project. We also developed 4 other instruments composed of combinations of selected and free response items to gather an array of other STEM education related information. The first survey assessed the participants’ knowledge, perceptions and engagement with core STEM practices. The second survey assessed the participants’ use of instructional technology. The third survey assessed the participants’ engagement and knowledge of place-based STEM. The fourth survey assessed the participants’ knowledge and teaching of 21st century skills. For our current report, we used the data from our core STEM practices survey and the demographics survey.

We choose to frame our core STEM practices survey around the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices because we anticipated that the participating K-12 educators would have limited knowledge of core STEM practices and even more constrained knowledge of the professional practices of STEM professionals. Further, we expected that the teachers who do teach core STEM practices would most likely to be able to relate to the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices and therefore would find NGSS and CCSS-M practices related questions relevant and attainable. We also selected to use the NGSS and CCSS-Math practices as a frame because the standards’ practices are integral to the preparation and work of engineers and other STEM professionals. We created free response items to gather the participants’ knowledge of the practice data using prompts such as “In your own words define the "practices" of the CCSS- math,” and “How do you assess your students' development of CCSS-Math practices?” We created several Likert-like 5 and 10 point scale items to assess the participants’ perceptions of the practices which included items such as, “Rate the confidence in your ability to effectively integrate the CCSS - Math practices with the science content you teach.” and “We discuss the CCSS-Math practices in faculty meetings.” The 22 items in the practices survey were evenly divided to gather data related to the CCSS-Math and the NGSS. The full survey can be found in the appendix.

Professional Development

Our current report is about the work in our 5th year of i-STEM a large scale statewide STEM K-12 educator professional development project which has evolved from year to year, but has maintained focus on integrated STEM, education-business partnerships (with many state-wide partners including but not limited to Boise State University, Idaho National Laboratory, Micron, and the Idaho State Department of Education) project-based learning, and use of local resources to support STEM teaching and learning. i-STEM took place in six sites throughout Idaho. Our six one week-long i-STEM professional development summer institutes involved hosting 42 STEM business professional or teacher-led STEM integrated strands (short courses of about 20–25 hours of integrated STEM PD contact time for 15–20 teachers) distributed across the 6 locations in the state and within a reasonable proximity to the majority of rural communities. The topics for the strands were diverse and included foci such as energy, mining, transportation, water, food and space. The K–12 educators voluntarily participated and self-selected into the strands (depending on space available). The strands were designed to build STEM education capacity by increasing participant knowledge of STEM content, STEM pedagogy, STEM core practices, best instructional practices, and leadership. The outcomes varied slightly based on the strand theme or context but all engaged in a project based integrated STEM approach.
The i-STEM institutes attracted 100–150 participants in each of the 6 regions. The strands curriculum included field trips, speakers, and multiple activities that explicitly addressed core STEM practices. The balance of 40-45 hours was filled with keynote speakers, other all group activities (e.g. family engineering – for more information please see http://www.familyengineering.org/), and planning. The institutes were week-long and took place in the summer. The theme for the summer institute we are reporting was core STEM practices, which were explicitly addressed in the strands and plenary sessions. For one college credit, all participants created a lesson plan, identified the STEM practices addressed in the lesson, and included a classroom assessment plan.

Results

Knowledge and Beliefs of STEM Practices

Our first research question asked, “What are K-12 teachers commonly held beliefs and knowledge of core STEM practices?” To answer this question, we started out by examining the participating teachers’ pre-institute responses to our item requesting them to explain core STEM standards. We scored their responses in relationship to the participants’ abilities to describe the practices using a rubric that was scaled from 0 – “No Response” to 4 – “Expert Knowledge.” We scored our participants’ responses to both the NGSS and CCSS-M knowledge items (see Table 1). Our analysis revealed higher levels of knowledge for the CCSS-Math practices than the NGSS practices. However, we also found that greater than 80% of the responses were reflective of minimal or less levels of understanding of both the NGSS and CCSS-M practice standards.

Table 1. Responses, Frequency and Percentages of Pre-Institute Explanations of CCSS-Math and NGSS Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – No Response</td>
<td>5 (1.65%)</td>
<td>“N/A”</td>
<td>22 (8.06%)</td>
<td>“Not Applicable”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – No Knowledge</td>
<td>60 (19.80%)</td>
<td>“Using real life situations in math”</td>
<td>129 (47.25%)</td>
<td>“Have not heard of NGSS”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Minimal Knowledge</td>
<td>194 (64.03%)</td>
<td>“Teaching students to understand numbers and their relationships instead of algorithms.”</td>
<td>114 (41.76%)</td>
<td>“Conduct experiments. Gather and synthesize information. Develop models”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Level</td>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>Answer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Moderate</td>
<td>42 (13.86%)</td>
<td>“The practices of CCSS math focus on developing mathematical thinking by teaching problem solving skills, making connections and leaps of understanding, as well as developing a strong mathematical language where students prove their thinking process. Running parallel to this, is the teaching of computational skills and procedures, providing students with the essential tools they need to incorporate math into their daily life in a useful way.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Expert</td>
<td>2 (0.66%)</td>
<td>“The CCSS-Math practices are processes that students use to become proficient in math. These practices asks students to use problem-solving skills such as logical reasoning (does it make sense); it requires that students don't given up (persevere); use a variety of models and strategies; pay attention to precision and to communicate (defend or argue) their reasoning to others.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used a similar 0 – “No Response” to 4 – “Expert Response” coding scheme for several other STEM practices related items that included: 1) the participants listing the practice standards; 2) how the teachers communicated the practice standards to their students; 3) how the teachers created opportunities to engage students in the practices; and 4) how the teachers assessed their students’ learning of the practices. We present our coding results below in graphic form (See figure 1). Similar to the response distributions for the participants’ knowledge of the practices (see Table 1), we found that the majority of the participants provided responses that were coded as minimal or less. Another trend that continued, was there were more complete and knowledgeable answers provided for the CCSS-Math practices than for the NGSS science and engineering practices.
The frequency of teachers coded responses to our free-response items associated with teaching the CCSS-Math and NGSS practices.

When asked to rate their level of knowledge of the practices of the CCSS-Math and the NGSS (on a 10 point Likert-like Scale), the participants indicated moderate knowledge of the CCSS-Math practices (M = 5.67, DS = 2.22) and relatively low levels of knowledge of the NGSS practices (M = 2.62, SD = 2.00). When we compared the participants’ answers rating their level of knowledge of the practices to the their responses to our item asking the participants to explain the practices, we revealed alignment between their rated knowledge of the NGSS practices, as both the coded answers and self-report answers were reflective of low levels of knowledge. However, we found a moderate misalignment between the coded answers to the free-response knowledge of the CCSS-Math practices item (about 80% minimal or less levels of understanding) and the selected-response knowledge of the CCSS-Math practices levels of knowledge (moderate level of understanding). Our correlation analysis between the responses to the CCSS-M knowledge selected-response and coded free-response items was $r=.42$ ($p<.01$). We found a similar value for the NGSS knowledge selected-response and free-response items, $r=.49$ ($p<.01$). While the correlations were significant, there is still about 82% unexplained variance for the CCSS-M knowledge and 76% unexplained variance for the NGSS knowledge, which suggests that the participants may be over-confident in the knowledge levels of the standards.
The teachers held relatively positive perceptions (on a 5 point Likert Scale) that STEM practices would significantly increase their students’ learning with the NGSS having a mean of 3.56 (SD = .94) and the CCSS-Math having an average of 3.92 (SD = .80). However, our results suggest that although the teachers held relatively positive perceptions of the learning potential of the STEM practices, they also had very limited knowledge of how to create opportunities to engage their students in the practices, tended not to communicate the practices to their students, and had very constrained knowledge of how to assess their students learning of the practices.

**Confidence and Process used in Implementing STEM Practices**

Our second research question asked, “What are K-12 teachers’ confidence in their abilities and the processes used to implement core STEM practices learning opportunities as part of their curriculum?” Our analysis revealed that the participants were low to moderate in their confidence (on a 10 point Likert like scale) in their abilities to integrate the NGSS practices (M = 3.19, SD = 2.37) and the CCSS-Math practices (M = 4.81, SD = 2.09) into their teaching. We found a similar trend in the participants’ responses to our item asking them to share their attention toward the practices in their teaching (based on a 10 point Likert like-scale) with a moderate level of attention associated with the CCSS-M practices (M = 5.29, SD = 2.41) and relatively low level of attention to the NGSS practices (M = 2.54, SD = 1.99). Again, we found that the teachers were more confident and attentive to the CCSS-Math practices than the NGSS science and engineering practices.

**Learning and Teaching STEM Practices**

Our third research question asked, “Are K-12 teachers discussing STEM practices in their schools and are they expected to teach the practices?” To answer this question, we examined the responses to our items associated with professional conversations related to the STEM practices and expectations for teaching the practices. The teachers’ responses to these items suggest that there is not much support for the practices in the schools. When asked to respond (on a 5 point Likert scale) to the item asking how much the core STEM practices were discussed in faculty meetings, our participants indicated that the NGSS practices were rarely discussed (M = 1.34, SD = .69) and the CCSS-Math practices were discussed somewhat (M = 2.56, SD = 1.02). Similarly, answers to our item asking the teachers to share the expectations for teaching the STEM practices (on a 10 point Likert-like scale) indicated low expectations for both the CCSS-Math practices (M = 3.10, SD = 2.37) and NGSS practices (M = 2.45, SD = 2.06). Thus, our results indicate very limited conversation and low expectations for the implementation of the both the CCSS-M and NGSS practice standards.

**Influence of Professional Development**

Our fourth research question asked, “What influence did attending the i-STEM professional development summer institute have on participating K-12 teachers’ knowledge and perceptions of core STEM practices?” To answer this question, we conducted a paired samples t-test to compare the participants’ pre and post-institute responses. We conducted our first set of tests on our selected response items associated with perceptions of the STEM practices. Our analysis revealed significant increases in all our measures of perceptions. The largest gains were split
between the shifts in the teachers’ perceptions of the CCSS-Math practices and the NGSS practices (see Table 2). Our results suggest that the teachers’ were influenced by the professional development which led them to shift their professional perceptions of the STEM practices.

Table 2. Comparison of Perceptions of STEM Practices Pre and Post Institute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>Sig. (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in effectively integrating the CCSS-Math (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>12.76**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in effectively integrating the NGSS (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>18.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of CCSS-Math practices (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>10.63**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of the NGSS practices (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>20.46**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate the level to which you think you currently attend to the CCSS-Math</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>10.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practices (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate the level to which you think you currently attend to the NGSS</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>3.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practices. (10 pt scale)</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CCSS-Math practices would increase students learning (5 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>17.62**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NGSS practices would increase students learning (5 pt scale)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>9.09**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant at .01

We continued our analysis of data pre and post to determine influence of the professional development by examining the coded responses to our free-response knowledge and teaching questions (see Table 3). With one exception, we found significant increases in the knowledge of the practice communicated by the teachers from pre to post institute. The exception was the comparison of the teachers responses to the items related to how they could create opportunities to engage their students in math practices, an item in which we did not find a significant change. Unlike the perception items, all of the greatest gains were related to the NGSS science and engineering practices. Again, the results suggest that the PD summer institute increased the participants’ knowledge for how to structure instruction and curriculum to foster student development of STEM core practice knowledge.

Table 3. Comparison of Coded Knowledge and Teaching of STEM Practices Pre and Post Institute
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded Response Item</th>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>Sig. (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the CCSS-M Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>.654</td>
<td>3.72**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>.606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List the CCSS-M Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>.832</td>
<td>3.81**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>.902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess Student Learning of the CCSS-M Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>.728</td>
<td>2.09**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>.664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate the CCSS-M Practices to Students</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td>2.07**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>.806</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Opportunities to Engage Students in the CCSS-M Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define the NGSS Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>9.29**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List the NGSS Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>.777</td>
<td>9.32**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess Student Learning of the NGSS Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>.882</td>
<td>7.67**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>.712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate the NGSS Practices to Students</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>.950</td>
<td>6.20**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>.799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Opportunities to Engage Students in the NGSS Practices</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>6.33**</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>.774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant at .01

**Discussion and Implications**

Core STEM practices are critical to the development and professional success of engineers and STEM professional. As the core STEM practices become recognized as part of the K-12 STEM curriculum, there is a need to determine how teachers perceive the practices, their levels of knowledge of the practices, and how they are teaching the practices. There is also need for effective professional development to enhance K-12 educator knowledge of and engagement with teaching core STEM practices.

In answering our first research question we found that the participants had very limited knowledge of core STEM practices, but knew more about the CCSS-Math practices than the NSGG science and engineering practices. We attribute the difference in knowledge to the focus on mathematics in K-12 education to a much greater extent than science and engineering, particularly at the K-8 grade levels. We also recognize that the focus on STEM practices is a rather recent development in K-12 education and therefore K-12 educators are unlikely to have experienced the practices as part of their education. The implications of constrained teacher knowledge of STEM practices is their very limited implementation of and focus on STEM practices in K-12 STEM education. The lack of attention toward STEM practices in K-12
education may stifle the development of student knowledge and understanding of the work of engineers and impact the potential interest and pursuit of becoming an engineer or STEM professional.

The analysis for our second research question revealed low to moderate levels of confidence and attention in teaching to core STEM practices. Similar to the knowledge of the CCSS-Math and NGSS practices, we posit that the lack of explicit attention to STEM practices in teacher preparation and professional development has constrained opportunities for knowledge development and the corresponding confidence and subsequent attention to the practices in teaching and learning. Thus, we speculate that teachers will need substantial support to help them develop confidence for teaching the practices and developing the skills and knowledge that will lead them to increased attention to effective standards implementation in their instruction and curriculum choices. If the increases in teacher confidence and attention in the STEM practices do take place, K-12 students may learn more about the practices of engineering and will be more likely to consider education and careers in engineering.

In answering our third research question, we revealed that STEM practices are not typically part of the educational conversation in schools and there is low to moderate expectations for teaching the core STEM practices. We speculate that the limited knowledge and experience with core STEM practices has constrained teacher appreciation for the importance of attending to the practices and has diminish the value of conversations in schools associated with STEM practices. Thus, we maintain that there is a need to adjust the culture and emphasis in schools and the priorities of K-12 educators to bring the attention and emphasis in schools necessary to effectively address core STEM practices. We contend that if teachers do not engage in conversations about STEM practices and/or are not expected to teach STEM practices, the quality and quantity of individuals in the next generation of STEM professionals will not increase, and the ability to meet the demand for qualified engineers will continue to be a struggle.

The outcome of the analysis of our final research question revealed our i-STEM professional development program that explicitly addressed core STEM practices increased an array of participating K-12 educators’ perceptions, attitudes, knowledge and ideas for implementation of core STEM practices. We postulate that our professional development was effective because of the explicit attention to the practices, our modeling of the practices, and the multiple opportunities for the educators to engage in discussions and applications of STEM practices. Implications for the effectiveness of our professional development program is the potential for scaling the process to provide greater influence and increased K-12 teacher STEM practices knowledge, perceptions, attitudes and implementation of curriculum and instruction that results in conditions that increase student engagement in core STEM practices.

Limitations

The first limitation is the nature of our data, which was self-report. While self-reported data has been established as effective for gathering data the reporting process may not effectively illuminate the complexity of teachers’ thoughts and instruction associated with the STEM practices. Thus, observing teachers teaching their students may reveal additional insight into
how they are addressing STEM practices in their instruction. Given the rather low levels on some of the responses to our item, we suspect that our participants were honest in their replies and did not over-inflate or miss-calibrate most of their responses. More school and classroom level observations and interviews with teachers may provide the data needed to determine the accuracy of our data. Gathering additional data in schools and teachers through observation of teaching and examination of artifacts of student learning associated with STEM practices is an excellent direction for future research.

The second limitation of our research is the limited geographic area from which the participants were drawn. Although we had over 500 K-12 teachers who were dispersed across Idaho, their STEM practices associated perceptions and processes could have been heavily influenced by state policy and priorities, which may limit the scope of our research. Conducting a similar survey in states with varied levels of attention to core STEM practices as part of their policies would provide a greater portrayal of the current state of teacher knowledge, perceptions and implementation of core STEM practices. Thus, replicating our research in different locations is an excellent direction for future research.

The third limitation of our research is the pre-experimental method we used to determine impact of our professional development. Of course, a random control trial would be required to determine cause and effect. However, we have also gathered data on our project for over 5 years and continue to amass a wide range of data that indicate significant influence on professional development and changes in the practices of the participating K-12 teachers. We are currently delayed post-testing our participants to determine the long term influence on their perceptions, beliefs and engagement with core STEM practices.

Conclusion

There is general agreement that there is a need to address STEM education in K-12 education as part of the solution to increasing the number of students pursuing STEM careers, particularly in high demand areas such as engineering. As a potential catalyst for increasing K-12 student interest and pursuit of STEM professions, several groups of stakeholders have developed new K-12 STEM education learning standards, which are composed of a combination of content and practice standards. While the content standards are not considered a radical deviation from previous STEM content standards, the practice standards are a new element that provides the motivation and framework for aligning K-12 STEM education with the STEM activities that take place out of school, particularly the activities of STEM professionals. Given the major shift from traditional approaches to STEM teaching, many K-12 educators are in need of core STEM practice focused professional development. We designed and implemented i-STEM - a week-long core STEM practice professional development summer institute, and found that our approach had significant influence on the core STEM practices knowledge, perceptions, ideas and engagement of the participating K-12 educators. Our research and intervention addressed the need to increase K-12 teacher capacity to positively contribute to the preparation students to be STEM professionals, and is another solution to assuring the quality and quantity of the next generation of STEM professionals.
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Appendix

Core STEM Practices - i-STEM 2014

Please consider the Common Core State Standards - MATH (Idaho Core) when answering the following.

1. In my school, faculty are expected to integrate the Common Core State Standards - Math practices into their instruction.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Continuously</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. Rate your level of knowledge of the practices of the Common Core State Standards – Math.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Knowledge</th>
<th>Some Knowledge</th>
<th>Expert Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3. In your own words define the "practices" of the CCSS- math.

4. List as many of the CCSS-math practices that you can recall and provide a brief description of each practice.

5. Rate the level to which you think you currently attend to the CCSS-Math practices.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Continuously</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6. How do you assess your students' development of CCSS-Math practices?

7. What opportunities do you create to engage your students in the CCSS-Math practices?

8. How do you communicate the CCSS-Math practices to your students?
9. Rate the confidence in your ability to effectively integrate the CCSS - Math practices with the science content you teach.

| No Confidence | Some Confidence | Extremely Confident |

10. We discuss the CCSS-Math practices in faculty meetings.

☐ Never
☐ Seldom
☐ Sometimes
☐ Frequently
☐ Continuously

11. The CCSS-Math practices would significantly increase my students learning of mathematics.

☐ Strongly Disagree
☐ Disagree
☐ Neutral
☐ Agree
☐ Strongly Agree

*Please consider the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) when answering the following.*

12. In my school, faculty are expected to integrate the NGSS practices into their instruction.

| Not at all | Somewhat | Continuously |

13. Rate your level of knowledge of the practices of the Next Generation Science Standards

| No Knowledge | Some Knowledge | Expert Knowledge |

14. In your own words define the practices of the Next Generation Science Standards.

15. List as many of the Next Generation Science Standards practices that you can recall and provide a brief description of each practice.
16. Rate the level to which you think you currently attend to the NGSS practices.
Not at all    Somewhat    Continuously

17. How do you assess your students’ development of NGSS practices?

18. What opportunities do you create to engage your students in the NGSS practices?

19. How do you communicate the NGSS practices to your students?

20. Rate the confidence in your ability to effectively integrate the NGSS practices with the science content you teach.
   No Confidence    Some Confidence    Extremely Confident

21. We discuss the NGSS practices in faculty meetings.
   - Never
   - Seldom
   - Sometimes
   - Frequently
   - Continuously

22. The NGSS practices would significantly increase my students learning of science and engineering.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
☐ Agree
☐ Strongly Agree